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ABOUT THE BOOK
Three accidental heroes encounter one legendary villain in an
epic dragon-filled adventure just right for young fans of Terry
Pratchett, J.R.R. Tolkien, and How to Train Your Dragon!
Thirteen-year-old piper Patch Brightwater is a boy in disgrace.
Thrown in jail for playing a forbidden spell, he is no one’s idea
of a hero. But then he discovers a deadly truth—the evil Piper
of Hamelyn is on the loose. With the help of Wren, a girl cursed
to live as a rat, and Barver, a fire-breathing dracogriff, Patch
must stop the Piper from sparking the biggest battle of them all.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
•

•

•

•

Describe “The Art of Piping.” A Piper’s training is
long, and often difficult. What went wrong for Patch
Brightwater when he was training at Tiviscan? How
does this misstep lead him on the adventure of his
life?

•

Though Patch has disgraced the Pipers, he is willing
to help the people or Patterfall. What goes wrong?
Why does Patch break his pipe?

•

The Piper of Hamelyn is legendary throughout the
land. How did he bring shame to the other Pipers?
Explain how his evil act changed the way Pipers
approach their work.

Erner Whitlock escorts Patch back to Tiviscan
where he is put on trial. How does the broken pipe
incriminate Patch?

•

When Patch was very young, his grandmother told
him the story of the Piper of Hamelyn. At what point
does he learn that there is much more to the story?
What is significant about the extended version of this
legend?

Who is Rundel Stone? Why is Patch in awe of him?
Stone thinks that Patch is more a fool than a villain.
How does Patch prove that he is neither a fool nor a
villain?

•

Patch meets Wren Cobble in Patterfall. How does
he know that she isn’t an ordinary rat? Describe the
language of Merisax that Patch teaches Wren. How does
this language enable Patch and Wren to communicate
when Patch is imprisoned in the Dark Dungeon?

At the beginning of the novel, Patch arrives in
Patterfall. Explain why Greta, Elder of Patterfall,
thinks he is the Piper she summoned. Draw a parallel
between Patterfall and Hamelyn.
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•

•

How does Barver enter the story? What do Patch,
Barver, and Wren have in common? Discuss their
plight to break the curse that turned Wren into a rat.
Why do they think the cure for the curse lies with the
Witch of Gemspar Mountain?
Who are the Custodian Elite? Patch dreamed of
being named to this esteemed group. Instead, he was
named to the Battle Elite branch of Pipers. Explain
the difference in these two groups. The Custodian
Elite have the power to “make a difference and
defend the defenseless” (p. 97).

•

Patch didn’t get the appointment of his dreams, but
he does make a difference. Who are the defenseless
people that he protects? What difference does he
make to them and the entire kingdom? How is he
recognized for his good deeds at the end of the novel?

•

Good vs. evil is a common theme in works of fantasy.
How do most Pipers represent “good”? Who are the
“evil” Pipers? Other than Patch, name the characters
who seek “good.” Identify all of the “evil” players or
characters in the novel.

•

•

Betrayal is another theme in the novel. What is the
connection between “evil” and “betrayal”? Which
characters are most guilty of betrayal? Who are the
betrayed? How does “good” win at the end of the
novel?

they have imprisoned the wrong man? What is the
significance of the iron mask that the man wears?
•

When the dragons attack the castle and Patch escapes
through a hole in the wall, he spots the iron mask and
takes it along. How does the iron mask contribute to
solving the case of the Piper of Hamelyn?

•

Patch realizes that he will never be a certified Piper,
but he makes a new Pipe because he feels incomplete
without it. What is the role of the new Pipe in Patch’s
quest to overtake evil?

•

There are many elements of magic in the novel.
Explain what Patch means when he tells Wren “A
song isn’t just heard with the ears. Every single part
of you hears it” (p. 41). How is the magic of song
used throughout the novel? Explain the magic in the
bracelet that the Witch of Gemspar Mountain gives
Wren.

•

Define dark magic. What is symbolic and magical
about Black Diamond? Debate whether Black
Diamond is considered dark magic.

•

Explain the last twist in the plot when Patch discovers
the puppets in the Hollow and the real Piper of
Hamelyn.

•

How does the novel end in hope?

The prisoner in the cell next to Patch is said to be
the Piper of Hamelyn. What is the first hint that
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ABOUT THE CREATOR
S.A. Patrick was born in Belfast, Northern Ireland. When
he was a child, he wanted to write video games, become an
author, and have magical powers. The first two came true. If
he ever does get magical powers, he hopes people like dragons
and griffins because there’ll suddenly be a lot of them around.
A Darkening of Dragons is his first book for children.
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